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How to be a Hosted Payload
Abstract
The Global-Scale Observations of the Limb and Disk
(GOLD) mission will perform unprecedented imaging
of the Earth’s thermosphere and ionosphere (TI)
system from geostationary (GEO) orbit. Flying as a
hosted payload on a commercial communications
satellite, GOLD takes advantage of the resource
margins available in the early years of the commercial
mission’s planned 15-year life. This hosted payload
approach is a pathfinder for cost-effective NASA
science missions.
The affordable ride to GEO makes it possible for an
Explorer-class Mission of Opportunity to perform Far
UltraViolet (FUV) imaging of nearly a complete
hemisphere on a 30-minute cadence. This globalscale, high-cadence imaging will enable GOLD to
distinguish between spatial and temporal variations in
the TI system caused by geomagnetic storms,
variations in solar EUV, and forcing from the lower
atmosphere.
The most significant difference between developing
instrumentation for a NASA-owned mission and
accomplishing the same task for a commercial
satellite is that communications satellites are
procured on a faster schedule - 24 to 36 months from
satellite contract to launch - than the instrument
development. GOLD has partnered with SES
Government Solutions (SES-GS), the comsat mission
owner-operator, to define instrument interfaces and
requirements that will be included in the eventual
Request for Proposal to candidate spacecraft
vendors. SES-GS launches 3 to 4 missions per year,
which allows the GOLD-SES-GS partnership to match
the instrument’s launch readiness date with a suitable
mission.
In addition to making geostationary orbit accessible to
a science instrument at relatively low cost,
commercial communications satellites provides a host
platform with very high reliability and long life, easy
access to continuous high-speed data downlink and
near-real-time data delivery, and stable pointing.
SES-GS operates their satellite from established
Telemetry, Tracking and Control (TT&C) centers. The
GOLD Science Operations Center at the University of
Colorado Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics (LASP) will produce instrument command
loads for uplink by the TT&C, receive data from the
ground station, monitor instrument state of health,
and perform quick-look data processing. The GOLD
Science Data Center at the University of Central
Florida will produce, distribute and archive science
data products.

GOLD’s Approach: Team with the mission owner-operator (SES-GS) from the start
Low-Impact design means most missions can be a good fit: instrument fits within beginning-of-life
mission resource margins.
• Mass: less than 100 kilograms (GOLD is 35 kg)
• Power: less than 300 watts (GOLD is 50 W)
• Provide more than one mounting option
• Use internal stored-command sequencing to minimize impact on host mission operations.
• Work with normal spacecraft pointing and stability; provide extra capabilities (e.g. scanning)
within the instrument.
• Control pre-launch contamination with covers and clean nitrogen purge.
• Take advantage of easily-available high downlink rates to simplify flight instrument design.
Selection of host mission occurs midway through instrument development.
GOLD launch is planned for late 2017.
First example to fly: Commercially-Hosted Infrared Payload (CHIRP), 110KG, 300W, launched in
2011, successful mission in orbit.

GOLD contracting flow is straightforward. Accommodation on the
commercial host mission is procured as a commodity.

Other approaches:
Work with a satellite provider from the start
Best for higher-impact designs: large mass/high power
Accommodation on the satellite is designed-in rather than added-on
Example: Laser Communications Relay Demonstration (LRCD) and Space Systems/LORAL,
launch planned for 2017
Design/build the experiment and select Owner-Operator and mission later
Advantageous where a specific location over the Earth is required
Example: Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution (TEMPO), launch planned for 2018
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GOLD sensor and host mission timelines.
Instrument development (3.3 years) is longer than satellite procurement cycle (2.5 years).
Up-front systems engineering and Interface Control Document definition is vital.
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GOLD can be accommodated on the vertical panel of
a tower (left) or on an earth-facing deck (right).

CHIRP commercial integration & test flow on an Orbital GeoStar 2.4
satellite was completed in 6.5 months. Mission owner-operator is SES-GS.
Flight data interfaces use standard spacecraft capabilities

GOLD

On a large comsat such as the SS/L 1300 a low-impact payload like
GOLD would be a very small element of the overall flight system

®

Ground system data flow includes host mission operations center, GOLD science
instrument operations center and science data center, and the science community

Instrument-to-spacecraft electrical interfaces are defined early, and
become part of the spacecraft procurement specification

